
In this activity, you'll role play an editorial meeting at your school newspaper.  The teacher plays the 
assignment editor, who along with the class, will judge the student group’s pitches. The class will then 
evaluate, which one they feel is strongest to be the next cover story.  

This is a group activity, ideal for at least 6 students. 

TIME: 40 to 60 minutes (30 minutes baseline + 3 minutes per group for share backs and discussion) 

GOALS  

 Learn what a real newsroom story assignment meeting feels like 

 Learn the key elements of a good pitch 

 Come up with story ideas that are unique 

 Practice “pitching” a story 

MATERIALS 

 Large writing surface (chalk board, dry erase board or poster board) 

 Markers or chalk 

 Optional - Internet/Computers to research story ideas 

 Optional – newspaper or news site that divides coverage by beat or section 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Step 1. Introduce activity: Pitching by Section including the goals and the idea that everyone is working 
in a mock newsroom. 

 Ask students how they would define a pitch 

 Define pitch1 piCH/noun: a form of words used when trying to persuade someone to buy or 
accept something. Eg. "a good sales pitch" 

 Go over some examples of pitches (students can share some ideas, or you can share a few) 

Examples from Youth Radio: 

“A Brooklyn teen was recently arrested for posting a gun emoji and a police emoji next on his 
Facebook Page. The police say the gun emoji is threatening, but teens I know mostly use it to vent 
frustration or show boredom. Most people are focusing on the whole legal aspect of the case, but I 
want to explore why teens choose the gun emoji over other options, and if it means that we’re 
becoming desensitized to violence. I think we should talk to teens about how and why they use the 
emoji and what they think it says about our culture.” 

“The minimum wage is about to go up in 14 cities across the country. That means teens, who mostly 
work minimum wage jobs, are about to get a financial boost. I want to explore what that increase 
will mean for teens by exploring how they spend their first ‘upgraded’ paycheck. We can post a 
before and after budget comparison to show how big of an impact it has for kids.” 

Step 2:  Ask they class what they think makes a pitch strong. (5-10 minutes) then distribute the TAGS 
handout (see below). Connect the merits of the best pitch from the demo to TAGS checklist. (5 mins) 



Step 3: On the board, in front of the class, introduce topics to reflect sections of the school newspaper, or 
sections of the New York Times: 

 Politics 

 Business 

 Opinion 

 Technology 

 Science 

 Health 

 Sports 

 Arts 

 Style 

 Food 

Step 4: As a class pick a first topic from the sections listed above. You are now all editors/reporters for 
this section and you’ll need to come up with a story for your upcoming issue. 

Step 5: Divide the class into groups of two or three individuals. Each group will conceive a 30 second 
pitch of a story about student life.    

Step 6: Have the small groups brainstorm a story pitch that could work for that topic together. If you 
have access to computers, you can have students do some research on what stories might be relevant. 
Otherwise, they can come up with ideas based on their current knowledge. 

Have students brainstorm for 5-10 minutes, asking them to refer to the TAGS handout. One students 
should be assigned to represent the group and construct a 30-second pitch on their story idea. 

TEACHER’S NOTE: To help students move from subject to story, try asking them questions like: 

 What could you bring to the story that’s new/unusual? 

 Why now? What matters? 

 Why do we want to hear the story from you? 

 What additional POV should they consider? 

 Why will people care about this story? 

If students can’t answer most of these questions, then encourage them to do some more thinking… or 
find a new story! 

Step 7: Ask the groups to share their pitches. And as a class decide which pitch they would want to run as 
the cover story for that section.  Discuss what made the pitch good, referring to TAGS hand out or the list 
of teacher questions. 

TEACHER’S NOTE: Ask yourself, what did you like about this pitch? Was there something that 
intrigued/ interested/ surprised you? Note that students will often mistake subjects for stories.  
Example:  “Math is hard” is not a story--- but a story about a new way to teach math that 
makes math fun could work. Anything can make a good story-- if you can come up with an 
interesting angle on it. 

You can stop here and proceed to discussion. Or, if you have time you can ask the Step 8. 

Step 8 (optional): The group that the class decided had the section cover story for the previous section 
gets to pick the next section/topic.  Repeat steps 6-7 with remaining time/ to desired effect. 

DISCUSSION:  Regroup as a class and have a discussion about what made the best cover story pitches 
good. Discuss what would be next steps on fleshing out those pitches. (Optional handout: The Pitfalls of 
Pitching – see below) 

  



While you’re trying to think up an angle for a story, use your T.A.G.S. to make sure that it’s a great story! 

 

Once you have a story idea, ask yourself do you know? 

[  ] What’s the question you want to answer? 

[  ] Who would you talk to (sources) to help answer that question? 

[  ]  Do you have a scene that would help tell the story? 

  

  



Coming up with a good story (and presenting it well) is harder than it seems! Even experienced journalists 
can fall into some common mistakes when pitching their ideas. Check out these common pitfalls and try 
to avoid them! 

The Columbus 

 Example: “I heard this new band called U2” 

 Why Not?  This may be news to you but your discovery has already been discovered. 

 Instead: Is there anything new that you could bring to this story?  How about finding a local story 
with a fresh focus. 

The Remote Pitch 

 Example: “I think we should really be covering the conflict in the middle east.” 

 Why Not? What could you bring to this story from halfway around the world? 

 Instead: Try finding a local angle on global politics by covering a protest or people who have 
moved from 

The Not-Gonna-Happen 

 Example: “I wanna do an in depth profile of Beyonce.” 

 Why Not? You probably don’t have access. 

 Instead: Maybe there’s some impact her music and celebrity power has had on your community? 

The Thesis 

 Example:” I want report on poverty in America” 

 Why Not?  This is a better topic for a book than a radio story 

 Instead: Try to break off a piece of this issue that could be addressed in 4.5 minutes.  How are 
people accessing a new distribution system for welfare benefits. 

The Stereotype 

 Example: “I wanna do a story about why all boys love sports” 

 Why Not? That’s based on assumption and not necessarily fact. Also is there something new or 
surprising that we could learn from the story? 

 Instead: Look for evidence rather than anecdotes. Maybe the story is about how and why that 
stereotype persists and whether or not its changing. 

The Fake Trend 

 Example: I’ve been playing a new video game and I think everyone should. 

 Why Not?  Personal interests can be a good start for a story but they have to connect to actual 
broader societal trends. 

 Instead: Research to verify if the trend is real or reframe the story as a first-person commentary. 

 


